Reversion Study

September 19, 2013

Taper to the norm?

Executive Summary
We examined the reversion behaviour of stocks which had significant moves at the end of the trading day. Some of these
moves are driven by fundamental factors but some are also caused by aggressive trading near the close.
This paper examines whether stocks that have significant moves at the close tend to revert back to their ‘fair’ price.
Summary of conclusions:
 Significant movers do have a tendency to revert - especially on rebalance days
 Stocks can take hours to days to fully revert
 Stock behaviour at the start of the next trading day is a leading indicator whether further reversion will occur
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Methodology and Constraints
We sampled trading days in a 4 year period (2009-2013) to search for aggressive trading around the
close.
We searched for ‘significant movers’ based off the following criteria:
 Price move between 3% and 10% from 3:00pm and the MOC
 Stock price greater than $3
 Notional value traded greater than $3mm
These constraints removed the highly volatile or highly illiquid names from the analysis. We found
1870 individual events that fit the criteria.
Price measurements
To avoid bad ticks the 3:00pm price is defined as the VWAP from 2:45pm – 3:00pm. The closing price
was the official price of the stock in the MOC session.
We continued to track and plot the price movements for the next 10 days by plotting intraday one hour
VWAPs. Stock prices were sector adjusted to avoid any bias due to market moves.
Rebalance vs non-rebalance days
We independently examined rebalance days vs all non-rebalance days to gauge different reversion
characteristics. Rebalance days were S&P/TSX or MSCI quarterly rebalance days.

Results
Based on our ‘significant move’ criteria, the average move from 3pm to close was about 4.5%. The
distribution of all the moves are in the below chart. As expected a majority of the results are in the
lowest bucket (3-4%).
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Reversion through Time
We separated the results between the index rebalance days (229) and non-rebalance days (1641) as
well as by gap ups and gap downs.
The chart below describes how to read the price through time charts in figure 1 and figure 2.




http://qes.bmo.com

We normalized the measurement date 3:00 pm price as 0 and the closing price as 1 (Normalized
Returns axis)
The initial move from Days -0.8 to 0 represents the significant price move from 3:00 PM and the
closing price (Days axis).
Reversion is measured in subsequent days on the same normalized scale. For example a value of
0.4 Normalized Return represents a 60% reversion from the MOC price to the 3:00 price.
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Reversion Characteristics
Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate the price performance through time of significant movers.
The key takeaway from these charts is that the stocks that have significant moves on rebalance days
have a higher tendency to revert than on non-rebalance days. On rebalance days roughly half the reversion takes place on day 1 alone. We also saw that the stocks that move up have a higher tendency
to revert than stocks that move down.
Reversion occurs
more often on rebalance days than
non-rebalance days

Figure 1: Time profile for stocks bought up into the close

Figure 2: Time profile for stocks sold down into the close
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Figures 3-4 show the distribution of reversion over 1 hour, 1 day, 10 day snapshots by stocks that show
no reversion, partial reversion or have full reversion. We classified movers as partial reversion when
the normalized return was between 0 and 1.
The primary conclusion from these charts is that reversion takes time to occur. There is a distinct difference between the proportions of stocks that have reverted after the first hour compared to after the
first day.
Reversion can take
hours to days to be
realized

Figure 3: Distribution of how many stocks
have reverted at different times for the rebalance day sample

Figure 4: Distribution of how many stocks
have reverted at different times for the nonrebalance day

Figures 5 and 6 show the percentage of stocks in the sample that reverted at any given point during the
10 day period. We note that the vast majority of both rebalance and non-rebalance stocks reverted at
some point during the 10 day period.
Some of this behaviour will occur due to the natural volatility in the stock. However it is notable that
only a small portion of stocks (<10%) exhibited no reversion during the 10 day period.
Fewer than 10% of
names do not revert at some point
over the next 10
days.

Figure 5: Frequency of maximum reversion in
10 day window for stocks bought up into the
close

http://qes.bmo.com

Figure 6: Frequency of maximum reversion in
10 day window for stocks sold down into the
close
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Other considerations
We examined several other factors that could affect the reversion tendency but did not find any strong
results besides isolating rebalance days. Comparing reversion tendency over different time periods did
not show any distinguishing differences. Also the magnitude of the initial move did not have an impact on the likelihood of reversion. The most distinguishing factor was if the move occurred on a rebalance day vs a non-rebalance day.

Further examination of non-rebalance day behavior
On non-rebalance days, aggressive moves into the close should generally be caused by fundamental
changes or aggressive trading. As the results indicate, the moves on non-rebalance days appear to be
more permanent than compared to rebalance days.
Stock moves on
non-rebalance days
are more permanent regardless of
whether the cause
is fundamental or
trading related

While it’s easy to understand why fundamental changes would cause permanent moves, we examined
reversion characteristics around month end to isolate non-fundamental moves on non-rebalance days.
We found the month end moves to be permanent leading us to believe that stock moves on nonrebalance days are more permanent in nature regardless of whether the cause is fundamental or trading
related.

Introduction of LOC order type
The strong reversion on rebalance days shows why Canadian markets could benefit from the introduction of a limit on close (LOC) order type which could be entered before the imbalance. Traders who
are benchmarked to the close currently only have access to a market on close order. As the reversion
behaviour clearly show there is value destruction in aggressively traded close benchmarked orders.
See our MOC paper for our suggestions on implementing an LOC order type.
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Gap characteristics
We also studied the different characteristics of how stocks gap on rebalance vs non-rebalance days.
Figures 7 and 8 show the median price movements of our sample set for both rebalance and nonrebalance days. It is clear that there is a heavier emphasis on trading right around the close on rebalance days as indexers want to avoid benchmark risk whereas non-rebalance days bring about a more
uniform move in the last hour.

On rebalance days
significant movements
generally
occur closer to the
close than on nonrebalance days

Figure 7: 3-4pm Time Profile for stocks bought into the close

Figure 8: 3-4pm Time Profile for stocks sold down into the close
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Conclusion
We found that reversion does occur after significant moves and is strongest on rebalance days. To
efficiently capture the reversion behaviour requires an understanding of why and when a significant
move occurred. In addition, timing the entry and exit points is important since reversion does not occur immediately and can take hours or days to occur.
The study also leads us to believe that excessive impact occurs when trading aggressively into close.
The impact could be reduced by trading over a longer time interval

As always, questions/comments are welcome!
QES Team
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